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Abstract 24 
The widely applied genetic differentiation statistics FST and GST have recently been criticised 25 
for underestimating differentiation when applied to highly polymorphic markers such as 26 
microsatellites. New statistics claimed to be unaffected by marker polymorphisms have been 27 
proposed and advocated to replace the traditional FST and GST. This study shows that GST 28 
gives accurate estimates and underestimates of differentiation when demographic factors are 29 
more and less important than mutations, respectively. In the former case, all markers, 30 
regardless of diversity (HS), have the same GST value in expectation and thus give replicated 31 
estimates of differentiation. In the latter case, markers of higher HS have lower GST values, 32 
resulting in a negative, roughly linear correlation between GST and HS across loci. I propose 33 
that the correlation coefficient between GST and HS across loci, rGH, can be used to distinguish 34 
the two cases and to detect mutational effects on GST. A highly negative and significant rGH, 35 
when coupled with highly variable GST values among loci, would reveal that marker GST 36 
values are affected substantially by mutations and marker diversity, underestimate population 37 
differentiation, and are not comparable among studies, species and markers. Simulated and 38 
empirical datasets are used to check the power and statistical behaviour, and to demonstrate 39 
the usefulness of the correlation analysis. 40 
 41 
Introduction 42 
A species rarely breeds at random throughout its whole range to form a homogenous unit. 43 
Frequently a species is genetically structured in space, subdivided into subunits called demes, 44 
races, subpopulations, … Delineating the spatial genetic structure by dividing a species into 45 
subunits and quantifying the genetic differentiation among the subunits is important in many 46 
biological fields such as evolution, conservation, human medicine and forensics. The 47 
subdivision can be made based on natural (e.g. rivers) or artificial (e.g. dams or highways) 48 
boundaries, on geographical locations, or on genetic data (e.g. Pritchard et al. 2000), and the 49 
differentiation can be measured from marker data using Wright’s (1943) FST, Nei’s (1973) 50 
GST and related statistics such as Weir & Cockerham’s (1984) θ and Slatkin’s (1995) RST. The 51 
development and wide application of highly polymorphic markers such as microsatellites 52 
made these statistics ever more popular, but also caused some confusion and concern. The 53 
most popular differentiation statistics, FST and GST, are believed to underestimate population 54 
differentiation when calculated from markers of high diversity (e.g. Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 55 
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2005; Jost 2008), and for this reason alternative statistics were proposed and advocated to 56 
replace them (Hedrick 2005; Jost 2008; Meirmans & Hedrick 2011). The new differentiation 57 
statistics, however, are criticized for their lack of biological meaning and applications, their 58 
marker dependency but drift independency, and so on (see Ryman & Leimar 2009; Whitlock 59 
2011; Wang 2012). 60 
 The claim that FST and GST underestimate population differentiation is made from 61 
both theoretical and empirical grounds. The mathematical definition of GST = (HT − HS) / HT 62 
suggests that it cannot take values larger than the average within subpopulation homozygosity, 63 
1 − HS (Jin & Chakraborty 1995; Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 1999, 2005). This constraint is true 64 
both mathematically and biologically. Both FST and GST are inherently constrained by HS, as 65 
they signify the amount of genetic variation between populations (VB) as a proportion of the 66 
total variation VT, which is composed of within (VW) and between (VB) population variation. 67 
A high HS means a high VW, and necessarily a low VB as a proportion of VT (i.e. low FST and 68 
GST). However, the constraint imposed on FST and GST by HS does not necessarily mean they 69 
are always marker HS dependent and underestimate differentiation from markers of high HS, 70 
as claimed by some authors (e.g. Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 1999, 2005; Jost 2008). On the 71 
empirical grounds, some studies showed that GST based on highly polymorphic 72 
microsatellites is usually lower than GST based on weakly polymorphic allozyme loci (e.g. 73 
Sanetra & Crozier 2003), and is obviously too low for highly differentiated subspecies (e.g. 74 
Balloux et al. 2000; Carreras-Carbonell et al. 2006). These empirical evidences are true for 75 
these particular systems, but do not suggest that FST and GST calculated from highly 76 
polymorphic markers must always underestimate population differentiation in all 77 
circumstances. 78 
 Are FST and GST dependent on marker diversity? Do they always underestimate 79 
population differentiation from markers of high diversity (e.g. microsatellites)? Under which 80 
set of conditions do they provide marker dependent (and thus biased) and marker independent 81 
(and thus accurate) estimates of population differentiation? Is it possible to detect whether 82 
FST and GST values calculated from a set of markers underestimate differentiation or not? In 83 
this paper, I will use a combination of analytical modelling, simulated data and empirical data 84 
to answer these questions. I show GST is independent of HS when mutation rate (u) is small 85 
relative to migration rate (m) or drift (1/2N). Otherwise, GST decreases nearly linearly with an 86 
increase in HS. The results suggest a test for the presence or absence of mutational effects on 87 
GST. If single-locus GST values are highly variable and the correlation between single-locus 88 
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GST and HS values is significantly negative, then the observed GST values are substantially 89 
affected by mutations, are locus specific, and seriously underestimate the differentiation due 90 
to population demography. If the correlation is insignificant, then the observed single-locus 91 
GST values are unaffected by mutations and are marker independent. They can then be 92 
averaged to give an overall estimate of the genetic differentiation caused by demography only. 93 
Simulations and empirical data are analysed to check the power and statistical properties of 94 
the correlation and regression analyses. 95 
Method 96 
The relationship between GST and HS is investigated by analyses of standard population 97 
genetics models of migration, drift and mutation. The results are then verified by analyses of 98 
simulated and empirical datasets. 99 
Theory 100 
Following most previous studies of FST, I assume a population under the finite island model 101 
of migration (Wright 1931) and the infinite allele model of mutation (Kimura & Crow 1964) 102 
for mathematical tractability. The results and conclusions are, however, applicable 103 
qualitatively to populations under other migration models, such as Wright’s (1943) isolation 104 
by distance or neighbourhood model and Kimura & Weiss’s (1964) stepping stone model, 105 
and under other mutation models, such as stepwise mutation model for microsatellites or 106 
allozymes (Ohta & Kimura 1973).  107 
Under the finite island model with migration rate m among s subpopulations of 108 
effective size N, and under the infinite allele model for a neutral locus with mutation rate u, 109 
the recurrence equations for the expected homozygosity within a subpopulation, J0, and 110 
between two subpopulations, J1, is (Nei 1975; Li 1976) 111 
𝐽0(𝑡+1) = 𝑑(𝑎(𝑐 + (1 − 𝑐)𝐽0(𝑡)) + (1 − 𝑎)𝐽1(𝑡)),                                                          (1) 112 
𝐽1(𝑡+1) = 𝑑(𝑏(𝑐 + (1 − 𝑐)𝐽0(𝑡)) + (1 − 𝑏)𝐽1(𝑡)),                                                          (2) 113 
where  𝑏 = 𝑚(2 − 𝑚)/𝑠, 𝑎 = (1 − 𝑚)2 + 𝑏, 𝑐 = 1/(2𝑁) and 𝑑 = (1 − 𝑢)2. Equivalently, 114 
J0 and J1 are the probabilities that two genes taken at random from within a subpopulation 115 
and from different subpopulations, respectively, are identical in state. The complements, HS 116 
=1- J0 and H1 =1- J1, give the expected (i.e. assuming random union of gametes) 117 
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heterozygosity or gene diversity (Nei 1973) within and between subpopulations. The total 118 
expected heterozygosity or gene diversity in the entire population is 𝐻𝑇 = (𝐻𝑆 + (𝑠 −119 
1)𝐻1)/𝑠 = 1 − 𝐽1 − (𝐽0 − 𝐽1)/𝑠 (Nei 1975). Given HT and HS, GST is calculated by 𝐺𝑆𝑇 =120 
1 − 𝐻𝑠/𝐻𝑇 (Nei 1973). Using (1) and (2), we can calculate recurrently the values of HS, HT 121 
and GST at each generation, given parameters m, N, u, s and initial gene identities J0(0) and 122 
J1(0). 123 
Under the joint action of mutation, migration and drift at rates u, m, and 1/(2N) 124 
respectively, the gene diversity (HS, HT) and its distribution (GST) will reach equilibrium 125 
values. GST attains its equilibrium value much faster than HS and HT, because it is determined 126 
by the strongest (in terms of rate) while HS and HT are determined by the weakest among the 127 
forces of mutation, migration and drift. The equilibrium gene identity values are (Nei 1975; 128 
Li 1976) 129 
𝐽0() = 𝑐𝑑(𝑎 − (𝑎 − 𝑏)𝑑)/𝐺,               (3) 130 
𝐽1() = 𝑐𝑑𝑏/𝐺,                (4) 131 
where 𝐺 = 1 − 𝑑(𝑎(1 − 𝑐) + 1 − 𝑏) + 𝑑2(𝑎 − 𝑏)(1 − 𝑐). The equilibrium gene diversity 132 
and differentiation values, 𝐻𝑆(), 𝐻𝑇() and 𝐺𝑆𝑇(), can be calculated using (3) and (4). The 133 
expression for 𝐺𝑆𝑇() is complicated, but can be simplified approximately to (Takahata & Nei 134 
1984) 135 
𝐺𝑆𝑇() ≈ 1/ [1 + 2𝑁 (
𝑠
𝑠−1
) (
1
(1−𝑚)2(1−𝑢)2
− 1)].         (5) 136 
When m, u « 1, (5) is further simplified to (Takahata & Nei 1984) 137 
𝐺𝑆𝑇() ≈ 1/ [1 + 4𝑁 (
𝑠
𝑠−1
) (𝑚 + 𝑢)].          (6) 138 
When s, (6) again reduces to the equilibrium FST of the infinite island model of Wright 139 
(1969, page 291), indicating that FST and GST are equivalent (Nei 1977; Takahata & Nei 140 
1984).  141 
Although several studies have used similar models to investigate the impact of 142 
mutations on FST and GST (e.g. Ryman & Leimar 2008; Whitlock 2011), none has examined 143 
the direct relationship between GST and HS. Herein I will use equations (1-6) to explore this 144 
relationship in populations in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions under 145 
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different parameter (m, u, N, s) combinations. This is important as both GST and HS are 146 
estimable from marker data, and examining the observed patterns of GST and HS at a set of 147 
marker loci sheds light on the possible impact of mutations on GST. 148 
Simulations 149 
Simulated data typical of those encountered in practice were generated to test whether the 150 
correlation analysis of single locus estimates of GST and HS could be used to detect the effect 151 
of mutations on GST when it is present, and whether the analysis does not falsely detect the 152 
effect of mutations when it is absent. The behaviour and power of the correlation analysis 153 
were investigated by analysing simulated data with varying sampling intensities (of 154 
individuals from a subpopulation, of subpopulations, and of markers), different population 155 
properties (N, s, m, u) and different mutation and migration models. 156 
 The simulations considered the finite island model as described above, and a one-157 
dimensional circular stepping stone model (Kimura & Weiss 1964). In the latter model, a 158 
number of s subpopulations are arranged in a circle and each subpopulation receives a 159 
proportion m/2 of its individuals from each of its two neighbouring subpopulations. In both 160 
models, each subpopulation is composed of N diploid monoecious individuals. At each 161 
discrete generation, the events are mutations, migrations and reproductions occurring in that 162 
order. Mutations are assumed to follow either the infinite allele model or the stepwise 163 
mutation model. For the former, a mutation always generates a novel allele the population has 164 
never seen before. For the latter, the mutated allele increases or decreases in size by 1 repeat 165 
with an equal probability of 0.5. For both models, the number of new mutations at a locus in 166 
each subpopulation at each generation was sampled from a Poisson distribution with 167 
parameter value 2Nu. For each new mutation, a gene was drawn at random from the 2N genes 168 
and was changed according to the mutation model. Reproduction is assumed to be random 169 
union of gametes, such that selfing and outbreeding occur at rates 1/N and 1-1/N respectively, 170 
and the effective size is equal to the census size for each subpopulation.  171 
An ancestral population was assumed to be the same as the subdivided population 172 
described above except for population size and structure. It was unsubdivided and had a size 173 
NA = rsN, where r=0.5, 1 and 2 such that it had equilibrium genetic diversity smaller than, 174 
close to, and larger than the subdivided population respectively. The ancestral population was 175 
maintained for a large number of generations for it to reach mutation-drift equilibrium at a 176 
neutral locus with mutation rate u (which was variable among a number of L loci). It was then 177 
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subdivided into s subpopulations of size N, which were maintained as described above for g 178 
(=100, 200, 400) generations or for a sufficiently large number of generations, in the order of 179 
Max(1/u, 1/m, 2N), to reach mutation-drift-migration equilibrium. A sample of M individuals 180 
was then taken at random from each of R (≤s) randomly selected subpopulations, and each 181 
sampled individual was genotyped at a number of L loci.  182 
 The genotype data were then used to calculate Nei & Chesser’s (1983) nearly 183 
unbiased estimators of HS, HT, and thus GST, 184 
?̂?𝑆 =
2?̃?
(2?̃?−1)𝑅
∑ (1 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2𝑘
𝑖=1 )
𝑅
𝑗=1 , 185 
?̂?𝑇 = 1 − ∑ (
1
𝑅
∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑅
𝑗=1 )
2
𝑘
𝑖=1 +
?̂?𝑆
2?̃?𝑅
, 186 
?̂?𝑆𝑇 = 1 − ?̂?𝑆/?̂?𝑇, 187 
where xij is the frequency of allele i in the sample from subpopulation j, k is the number of 188 
alleles observed in the set of samples from the R subpopulations, and ?̃? is the harmonic mean 189 
sample sizes (≡M in the simulations).  190 
The estimates ?̂?𝑆 and ?̂?𝑆𝑇 were then used to calculate their correlation coefficient rGH 191 
across loci. The significance of rGH was tested by a permutation analysis in which ?̂?𝑆 and ?̂?𝑆𝑇 192 
were both randomized across loci before calculating rGH in 10
6 replicates. The proportion of 193 
replicates in which rGH was smaller than the rGH value calculated from the original data was 194 
taken as the p value. The correlation coefficient was taken as statistically significant when 195 
p<0.001. A significant negative correlation rGH indicates that ?̂?𝑆𝑇 has been affected by 196 
mutations and thus underestimates the differentiation caused purely by demography (drift and 197 
migration). Otherwise, markers with different levels of diversity ?̂?𝑆 are equally differentiated, 198 
they all give the same GST expected from the impact of drift and migration only, and the 199 
single locus GST estimates can be averaged to give a better (in precision) overall estimate of 200 
differentiation.  201 
 Too many parameter combinations, due to the numerous parameters and the numerous 202 
plausible values of each parameter, are involved in determining ?̂?𝑆 and ?̂?𝑆𝑇 that a realistic 203 
simulation study can only consider a small fraction of them. I studied the effect of each 204 
parameter in isolation of others each time by varying the values of the focal parameter only 205 
(see Table 1). For each parameter combination, a number of 100 replicate datasets were 206 
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generated and analysed. The analysis results were reported as the mean correlation coefficient 207 
between ?̂?𝑆𝑇 and ?̂?𝑆, ?̅?𝐺𝐻, and the proportion of replicates with a statistical significant (at 208 
p<0.001) rGH among the 100 replicates. 209 
 The simulation program was checked by comparing the simulated against the 210 
predicted values of several quantities to make sure it worked properly. First, the effective size 211 
of the entire population in the finite island model is Ne = sN/(1-FST) (Wright 1943; Wang & 212 
Caballero 1999), where FST can be replaced by GST. This theoretical prediction was compared 213 
with that estimated from the simulated pedigrees, using the formula 
1
2𝑁𝑒
=
𝜃𝑡+1−𝜃𝑡
1−𝜃𝑡
 where t the 214 
generation is large and 𝜃𝑡 is the average coancestry at generation t for all individuals in the 215 
entire population. Second, the predicted values of HS, HT and GST by (3-4) were compared 216 
with the corresponding observed values for an equilibrium population under infinite allele 217 
and finite island models. In all situations investigated, the predicted and estimated (observed) 218 
values fitted very well. 219 
Empirical data 220 
The simulation model may be too simple to reflect the reality. In a real population, both m 221 
and N may vary over space and time, and migrations and mutations may not follow the ideal 222 
models assumed in the simulations. Supplementing simulations, therefore, I also analysed 223 
several recently published empirical datasets to demonstrate the use of the proposed 224 
correlation analysis.  225 
Atlantic Salmon: To investigate the genetic structure of Atlantic salmon populations in the 226 
entire North American range of the species, Moore et al. (2014) sampled 9142 individuals 227 
from 153 populations and genotyped each individual at 15 microsatellite loci. They also 228 
sampled 1080 individuals from 50 populations and genotyped each individual at 3192 SNP 229 
loci. The two datasets were analysed separately in the present study of the relationship 230 
between GST and HS. 231 
Blacknose sharks: Using 23 microsatellites and mtDNA sequences, Portnoy et al. (2014) 232 
investigated the genetic structure and barriers to gene flow of 10 blacknose shark populations 233 
sampled (651 individuals in total) from the western North Atlantic Ocean. It was found that 234 
the FST values at the 23 microsatellite loci between the Bahamas and any of the other 235 
populations were more than an order of magnitude greater than the values between any two 236 
of the other populations. Therefore, GST and HS values were calculated for each locus in the 2 237 
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alternative population structures, the 10- and 2-population (Bahamas and the rest) models in 238 
the present study. 239 
Mediterranean shore crab: Schiavina et al. (2014) investigated the genetic structure of the 240 
Mediterranean shore crab (Carcinus aestuarii) in the Adriatic Sea (central Mediterranean), 241 
using 11 polymorphic microsatellites in 431 individuals collected from eight sites. One locus, 242 
Cae30, has only 5 alleles and a gene diversity of HS =0.1, much lower than the locus with the 243 
2nd lowest diversity, which has 13 alleles and a HS=0.77. So Cae30 was excluded as an 244 
obvious outlier from the GST and HS correlation analysis.  245 
Blacktip reef sharks: To understand the genetic structure of blacktip reef sharks 246 
(Carcharhinus melanopterus), Vignaud et al. (2014) sampled 758 individuals from 15 sites (4 247 
widely separated locations in the Indo-Paciﬁc and 11 islands in French Polynesia) widely 248 
distributed in the Indian and Paciﬁc Oceans. Each sampled individual was genotyped at 17 249 
microsatellite loci. Three loci (cil169, cli107 and cli12) were found to deviate significantly 250 
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and were suspected to contain null alleles (Vignaud et al. 251 
2014). The three loci were excluded from their original genetic analysis. Herein I investigated 252 
the impact of mutations on the estimated differentiation among these shark populations by 253 
analysing the relationship between GST and HS, using both the entire set of 17 loci and the 254 
selected subset of 14 loci.   255 
Copper rockfish: Using 17 microsatellite DNA loci, Dick et al. (2014) assessed the genetic 256 
diversity of and the differentiation among ten populations of copper rockfish (Sebastes 257 
caurinus) representing paired samples of outer coast and the heads of inlets in five replicate 258 
sounds on the west coast of Vancouver Island, British Columbia. The sample size per 259 
population varies between 30 and 105. I calculated the GST and HS values at each of the 17 260 
loci among the 10 populations, and tested whether the marker differentiation is affected by 261 
mutations or not.  262 
Results 263 
Analytical results 264 
Equation (6) suggests that GST at neutral loci is determined by the joint action of migration, 265 
mutation and drift occurring at rates m, u, and 1/(2N) respectively. The relative impact of 266 
each evolutionary force on GST is determined by its rate as a proportion of the total rate, 267 
m+u+1/(2N). When subpopulations are small such that drift is the dominating force (i.e. 268 
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1/(2N) » u+m), then HS 0 (i.e. fixation) and 𝐺𝑆𝑇()1 in equilibrium conditions. When 269 
mutation is weak relative to drift and migration (i.e. u«1/(2N) + m), then 𝐺𝑆𝑇() ≈270 
1/ [1 + 4𝑁 (
𝑠
𝑠−1
) 𝑚], which suggests that 𝐺𝑆𝑇() reflects demography only and all loci with 271 
varying but small u have the same expected GST. In contrast, for loci with a high u in a 272 
population with a large N and a small m (i.e. u » 1/(2N) + m), 𝐺𝑆𝑇() becomes locus (or 273 
mutation) dependent and covaries with locus specific HS (below). In such a case, marker 274 
based 𝐺𝑆𝑇() has little bearing on population demography, the 𝐺𝑆𝑇() value calculated from 275 
one set of loci can hardly be congruent with that from another set of loci, and it is 276 
incomparable among studies, species and loci. 277 
Figure 1 plots the equilibrium GST as a function of HS, calculated by (5) and (3) 278 
respectively, for different parameter combinations of u, m and N, assuming s=10. When 279 
differentiation is expected to be small due to either strong migration (m≥0.01) or weak drift 280 
(N≥2500), GST keeps constant and does not vary with HS in its entire range of [0, 1] caused by 281 
widely varying u values in range of [10-6, 10-2]. The observation disproves the belief that GST 282 
underestimates differentiation and becomes HS dependent when HS is high (e.g. Nagylaki 283 
1998; Hedrick 1999, 2005; Jost 2008). High HS values (say 0.95) do constrain GST to small 284 
values with a maximum of 1- HS, but do not necessarily lead to underestimated and locus-285 
varying GST. What is relevant is the main mechanism (determined by the relative strengths of 286 
mutation, drift and migration) leading to the observed high HS, not the observed high HS per 287 
se. A high HS is usually due to a high u or/and a high N. However, as long as m is much 288 
higher than u, GST is virtually independent of HS. 289 
When drift is strong (i.e. N small) and migration is weak relative to mutations, GST 290 
decreases almost linearly with an increasing HS due to an increasing u (Figure 1). Only in this 291 
situation is the belief that GST covaries with HS (e.g. Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 1999, 2005; Jost 292 
2008) certified. For the parameter combination N=250, m=0.001, and s=10 in Figure 1, for 293 
example, GST keeps almost a constant value of 0.45 when u varies between 10
-6 and 3×10-6 294 
that leads to a HS varying between 0 and 0.5. With u>3×10
-6 and thus HS >0.5, GST begins to 295 
decrease linearly with an increasing HS (or u). Similar results are obtained with other values 296 
of the number of subpopulations (s). 297 
Many generations, in the order of 1/m, 1/u or 2N whichever is the smallest, are 298 
required for a subdivided population to reach the equilibrium differentiation. Natural 299 
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populations may never reach such equilibrium as m and N are constantly changing. It is thus 300 
important to check whether the above observations (Figure 1) also apply to non-equilibrium 301 
populations. Figure 2 plots GST as a function of HS at generations 50, 200 and 1000 since the 302 
subdivision. Mutation rate (u) is assumed to vary from 10-6 to 10-2, and the initial gene 303 
diversity is assumed to be J0(0) = J1(0)  and to take values rJ0(), where r=1, 0.5 and 0.25. The 304 
relationship between GST and HS in a non-equilibrium population is similar to that in an 305 
equilibrium population (Figure 1). Whenever u « 1/(2N) + m, GST does not vary with HS (or 306 
u). Depending on u as well as N and m, HS can freely vary in almost the entire range of [0,1] 307 
without affecting the value of GST. Otherwise, GST decreases nearly linearly with an 308 
increasing HS (or u). The further away a population departs from the equilibrium, the less 309 
affected it is by mutations because the latter require time to accumulate. When N=250, for 310 
example, mutations start to have a substantial impact on GST at generations 50, 200 and 1000 311 
when HS ≥ 0.8 (u≥0.0015), HS ≥ 0.5 (u≥0.00001) and HS ≥ 0.3 (u≥0.00003) respectively. 312 
Initial gene identities (or diversities) seem to have little effect on the relationship between GST 313 
and HS at any generation. 314 
Simulation results 315 
Confirming the analytical results presented above, simulations show that, when mutations are 316 
strong relative to migrations (m=0.001), GST estimates vary among loci that have different u 317 
and thus different HS, and are negatively correlated with HS (Figure 3). This is true for the 318 
finite island and stepping stone migration models, and for the infinite allele, finite allele and 319 
stepwise mutation models. This is also true no matter the population is at mutation-drift-320 
migration equilibrium (Figure 3) or not (data not shown). The negative correlation in stepping 321 
stone migration model and infinite allele mutation model is stronger than that in other 322 
migration and mutation models. In contrast, when mutations are weak relative to migrations 323 
(m=0.01), GST estimates are small and are almost constant among loci with different u and 324 
thus different HS. This is shown for an equilibrium population under different migration and 325 
mutation models (Figure 3), but is also true for non-equilibrium populations (data not shown). 326 
When migrations are weak relative to mutations such that GST is substantially affected 327 
by u and becomes negatively correlated with HS, a modest sampling effort is needed to detect 328 
the correlation for different migration and mutation models (Figure 4). This is also true for 329 
populations that have not reached mutation-drift-migration equilibrium (data not shown). 330 
Setting the statistical significance at a conservative level of p<0.001, the false detection rate 331 
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of mutational effects is low (generally below 7%), while the power is generally above 60% 332 
except when less than 10 loci and less than 4 subpopulations are used in the analysis. In 333 
agreement with the results in Figure 3, the correlation analysis is less powerful for the island 334 
migration model coupled with the stepwise or 2-allele mutation model than other models. 335 
While the power increases with the numbers of sampled loci and sampled subpopulations 336 
(Figure 4), it is little affected by the number of sampled individuals per subpopulation, M, as 337 
long as M > 10. This is not surprising because the population is highly differentiated for the 338 
parameter combinations and just a few individuals per subpopulation would allow for a good 339 
estimate of GST. 340 
Empirical analysis 341 
The Atlantic salmon data clearly show an extremely strong negative correlation (r = ̵ 0.953) 342 
between GST and HS estimates among the 15 microsatellites (Figure 5A), with a p value of 343 
0.0×10-6. These markers are highly polymorphic, with HS varying between 0.66 and 0.94 and 344 
with the number of observed alleles varying between 15 and 91. Compatible with a 345 
substantial impact of mutations, these markers have low but highly variable GST values, 346 
varying between 0.02 and 0.09 with a mean of 0.045 and a coefficient of variation of 0.629. 347 
These single locus GST values are all highly significant, as determined by permutation 348 
(permuting individuals among subpopulations) tests.  349 
In contrast, the correlation between GST and HS estimates of the 3192 SNPs (Figure 350 
5B) is positive and small (r=0.044), with a p value of 0.993 which is insignificant. HS values 351 
distribute nearly uniformly in the range [0, 0.5]. While most SNPs have GST values of about 352 
0.1, quite a few outliers show GST values well above 0.4. The mean GST is 0.099 for the 3192 353 
SNPs and is 0.091 when the outlier SNPs with GST > 0.3 are removed. Both values are much 354 
larger than the mean GST across the 15 microsatellites which is 0.045. The comparison 355 
between SNPs and microsatellites further verifies that the differentiation at microsatellites is 356 
greatly impacted by mutations and thus underestimates the underlying population 357 
differentiation due to demography. 358 
 The blacknose sharks have highly variable single-locus GST values, with the highest 359 
being 0.35 and 0.18 and the lowest being 0 and 0 for the 2- and 10-population models 360 
respectively (Figure 5C). Among the 23 microsatellites, GST and HS estimates are moderately 361 
negatively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of -0.41 (p=0.017) and -0.43 (p=0.007) 362 
for the 2- and 10-population models respectively. None of the correlations are significant at 363 
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p=0.001, but there is a clear trend of less differentiation at more polymorphic marker loci 364 
which indicates that mutations might have reduced the GST values at these loci.  365 
The differentiation calculated from each of the 10 microsatellites is low (GST <0.04) 366 
among the 8 Mediterranean shore crab populations (Figure 5D). Nevertheless, GST and HS 367 
estimates are highly negatively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of -0.80 and a small 368 
p value (0.010). It is likely that mutations have substantially impacted on the GST estimates 369 
from these microsatellites, and thus the underlying population differentiation due to 370 
demography may well be underestimated by these microsatellites. 371 
The 17 microsatellites in blacktip reef sharks are highly variable in diversity, with the 372 
number of observed alleles varying from 4 to 48 and the HS varying from 0.15 to 0.89. The 373 
GST values among the 15 populations estimated from the 17 loci are also highly variable, 374 
from 0.04 to 0.41 (Figure 5E). The 3 loci showing deviation from Hardy-Weinberg 375 
equilibrium are apparently not outliers in terms of both diversity and differentiation. The 376 
single locus GST and HS estimates are highly negatively correlated, with a correlation 377 
coefficient of -0.890 (p=0.000×10-6) and -0.913 (p=0.000×10-6) for the entire set of 17 loci 378 
and the subset of 14 loci respectively. In this system, mutations are highly likely to have 379 
reduced the differentiation of the microsatellites; the underlying population differentiation 380 
due to drift and migration should be higher than the average GST value calculated from these 381 
microsatellites. 382 
The differentiation measured by GST at each of the 17 microsatellites is low among the 383 
10 copper rockfish populations (Figure 5F). Except for locus Sra11-103 which has a GST = 384 
0.09, single locus GST values are below 0.05. The overall mean GST across loci is 0.027, very 385 
close to the FST value 0.031 obtained by Dick et al. (2014). Single locus GST and HS estimates 386 
are not correlated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.011 and a p value of 0.649. It can be 387 
concluded confidently that mutations have no impact on these GST estimates, and all markers, 388 
regardless of polymorphisms, should have the same expected differentiation which is 389 
equivalent to the population differentiation. The average GST across loci, 0.027, should be an 390 
unbiased estimate of the population differentiation due to demography. 391 
Discussion 392 
The claim that FST and GST are dependent on marker HS and underestimate population 393 
differentiation when calculated from highly polymorphic (i.e. high HS) markers (e.g. 394 
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Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 2005; Jost 2008) can be misleading. It has led to the conclusion that 395 
these traditional statistics should be either “corrected” for HS (e.g. Hedrick 2005) or replaced 396 
by new statistics such as D (Jost 2008). The claim creates lots of confusions, as if FST and GST 397 
should be independent of HS to be correct measures of differentiation. As Wright (1978, p.82) 398 
explicitly stated, however, FST (the same for GST) measures “the amount of differentiation 399 
among subpopulations, relative to the limiting amount under complete fixation”. Complete 400 
fixation means each subpopulation is fixed with an allele (i.e. all individuals in a 401 
subpopulation have the same homozygous genotype), which is not necessary to be unique 402 
among subpopulations. Fixation results in HS=0, and the maximal differentiation of FST =1 is 403 
achieved only at HS =0. For this reason, Wright (1951) also called his FST a fixation index, 404 
among other fixation indices of FIS and FIT. The quantity HS measures the absolute distance 405 
from complete fixation (i.e. HS =0), and naturally constrains FST, which measures the relative 406 
(to total diversity HT) or standardized distance from complete fixation. The definition of 407 
𝐺𝑆𝑇 = 1 − 𝐻𝑠/𝐻𝑇 (Nei 1973) makes the functional relationship between absolute (i.e. HS) 408 
and relative (i.e. GST) differentiations explicit. Therefore, both FST and GST legitimately 409 
depend on, or more precisely, are constrained by HS. This relationship is true both 410 
mathematically and biologically, and does not inherently cause FST and GST to underestimate 411 
differentiation for markers with high HS. 412 
 More precisely, FST and GST become marker dependent and underestimate population 413 
differentiation only when migration rate is lower than mutation rate. Otherwise, they provide 414 
accurate estimates of population differentiation regardless of marker HS. In a population with 415 
low migration rates (i.e. m < u), a marker with a higher u is expected to have a higher HS (or 416 
absolute differentiation) and a correspondingly lower GST (or relative differentiation) in both 417 
equilibrium and many non-equilibrium conditions (Whitlock 2011; this study). It should be 418 
emphasized that a high u does not necessarily lead to a high HS, and vice versa. This is 419 
because it is the quantity uN rather than u that determines HS. A marker with a small u in a 420 
population with a large N can still harbour a high HS, and a marker with a large u in a 421 
population with a small N can still have a low HS. The statement that microsatellites, because 422 
of their high allelic polymorphisms and high HS, must always underestimate differentiation is 423 
imprecise. Such markers show less differentiation than less polymorphic markers (e.g. SNPs) 424 
only when migration is weak (m<u), as illustrated by Figures 1 and 2. 425 
 This study reveals that whenever m<u and thus mutations have a substantial impact, 426 
single locus GST values decrease almost linearly with single locus HS. This is true in both 427 
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equilibrium (Figure 1) and non-equilibrium populations, as verified by simulations under 428 
different migration and mutation models (Figure 3). It is not surprising that the pattern 429 
observed under the ideal island migration model and the infinite allele mutation model 430 
applies to other migration and mutation models, because GST and FST are defined as 431 
descriptive statistics without any predefined demographic and mutation models. Mutations 432 
act to increase genetic diversity (HS and HT) and thus to decrease differentiation among 433 
subpopulations, no matter they occur in the finite or infinite allele model or in the stepwise 434 
mutation model (Wright 1943). Migrations, in contrast, tend to redistribute genetic diversity 435 
evenly among subpopulations. Thereby they tend to reduce the difference between HS and HT 436 
and thus to reduce GST, no matter they occur in the island model, stepping stone model or the 437 
isolation-by-distance model. 438 
 The simulations confirm that a correlation analysis between single locus GST and HS 439 
estimates can be used to detect the mutational effects on differentiation. Under typical 440 
sampling intensities, the analysis has sufficient power to identify the mutational effect when 441 
it is present, and it does not falsely detect the mutational effect when it is absent (Figure 4), 442 
when the significance level is chosen as p=0.001. A higher significance p value (say, 0.05 or 443 
0.01) leads to higher powers, but also higher false detect rates. Under the finite island and 444 
infinite allele models (first row in Figure 4), for example, the power (when m=0.001) and 445 
false detection rate (when m=0.01) increase to 86.7% and 11.8% respectively when p=0.01, 446 
and to 90.7% and 30.0% respectively when p=0.05. A good balance between type I and II 447 
errors is achieved at p=0.001, which leads to a false detection rate being always below 7% 448 
irrespective of the widely varying sampling intensities of the number of subpopulations, the 449 
number of individuals per subpopulation, and the number of loci and polymorphisms (Figure 450 
4). 451 
Two out of the five empirical microsatellite datasets (Figures 5A, 5E) show strong 452 
evidence (a high negative rGH value and a small p value) that mutations have reduced GST 453 
estimated from microsatellites, two datasets (Figures 5C, 5D) indicate a similar trend with 454 
higher uncertainties, and the remaining dataset (Figure 5F) shows no detectable effect of 455 
mutations on GST. It is noticeable that the copper rockfish populations (Figure 5F) have high 456 
and widely variable HS values across the 17 microsatellites, the highest HS being 0.936. These 457 
HS values are similar to those of the microsatellites in Atlantic salmon populations (Figure 5A) 458 
and the blacktip reef shark populations (Figure 5E). Yet, contrasting patterns of GST and HS 459 
were observed among the three species. This again verifies the theory and simulation based 460 
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conclusion that a high HS does not necessarily lead to marker dependent GST, and does not 461 
necessarily result in underestimation of population differentiation. In situations where the 462 
correlation between GST and HS has a high uncertainty (e.g. Figure 5C), collection of more 463 
data (by sampling more subpopulations, loci, and individuals) may confirm or reject the 464 
hypothesis that GST in a study system is affected by HS or mutations. In contrast, the analysis 465 
of a big SNP dataset (Figure 5B) does not detect any mutational effect. The correlation 466 
between single locus GST and HS values, 0.044, is small and positive, and clearly indicates no 467 
mutational effects on GST. The results are understandable because the u for SNPs can be 468 
several orders smaller than that for microsatellites, and as a result is more likely to be smaller 469 
than migration rate m. 470 
 The five empirical microsatellite datasets were taken from the most recent literature at 471 
random with regard to the relationship between GST and HS, which was revealed only after the 472 
correlation analyses. If this small sample of datasets represents the reality, then we may 473 
conclude that underestimation of differentiation by microsatellites could be a common 474 
problem (Hedrick 1999, 2005; Jost 2008). A meta-analysis of many more microsatellite 475 
datasets as exemplified in this study is required for a solid conclusion. However, while 476 
microsatellites do underestimate differentiation in some (or many) situations, they can also 477 
yield unbiased estimates in situations where migration is high as shown for the copper 478 
rockfish populations (Figure 5F). The assertion that all microsatellites of high HS 479 
underestimate differentiation and therefore all GST estimates should be standardized (Hedrick 480 
2005) or abandoned and replaced by new differentiation statistics (Jost 2008) is unjustified. 481 
In addition to the problems shown before (Ryman & Leimar 2009; Whitlock 2011; Wang 482 
2012), these new statistics are also marker diversity dependent as shown below.  483 
  It is notable that several authors have conducted a meta-analysis of the relationship 484 
between GST and HS across species/populations (Heller & Siegismund 2009; Meirmans & 485 
Hedrick 2011). They found that the estimated GST is always smaller than the maximum value 486 
of 1- HS, as expected, and shows a weak negative correlation with HS. It should be pointed 487 
out that the correlation analysis proposed in my study is fundamentally different from that in 488 
these meta-analyses. In the latter, the correlation is at the species level, where GST and HS are 489 
average values across loci for each species. Because different species may have experienced 490 
different evolutionary forces and demography such that their GST values differ, it is unclear 491 
what the hypothesis these meta-analyses are trying to prove or disapprove, except for the 492 
functional relationship GST <1- HS which should however always be true from the definition 493 
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of GST. The presence of a negative correlation between GST and HS does not prove that GST is 494 
underestimated and is marker dependent because of mutational effects. The absence of the 495 
correlation does not prove that mutations have negligible effects and GST is unbiased and 496 
marker independent. In my study, the correlation is between single locus values of GST and 497 
HS within a species (population). The hypothesis, clearly defined and supported by theory and 498 
simulations, is that GST values should be similar across markers of different HS if mutations 499 
are unimportant (when u<m), resulting in an rGH not different from 0. Otherwise (i.e. u>m), 500 
GST values should decrease with markers showing an increasing HS, resulting in a highly 501 
negative correlation between GST and HS.  502 
 GST calculated from a locus measures the genetic differentiation among 503 
subpopulations at the locus due to the combined effect of all evolutionary forces (Nei 1973). 504 
Selection directly influences FST and GST, as Wright (1943) illustrated with several different 505 
types of selection. In principle, a negative correlation between HS and GST can also be 506 
generated for markers closely linked with a locus under strong selection for spatially different 507 
alleles (which causes a decrease in HS and an increase in GST) or/and for spatially different 508 
allele combinations (which causes an increase in HS and a decrease in GST). Although my 509 
correlation analysis assumes the absence of selection, it should be robust in most applications. 510 
First, frequently only a few microsatellites (<30) are used in calculating FST or GST, and the 511 
chance of any of them being under selection or being linked to loci under selection strong 512 
enough (compared with other evolutionary forces) for detection is slim. Second, with 513 
genomic dense markers such as SNPs, it is highly likely that a small fraction of the loci are 514 
under strong selection. The correlation analysis should however still be robust because the 515 
vast majority of loci are neutral and a few selected loci should not affect the overall 516 
relationship between HS and GST. 517 
 This study focusses on the widely applied differentiation statistic GST (Nei 1973). 518 
Other differentiation statistics or estimators such as θ (Weir & Cockerham 1984), D (Jost 519 
2008) and G’ST (Hedrick 2005) could also be affected by mutations and yield marker (HS) 520 
dependent estimates. All these statistics measure differentiation at marker loci due to the 521 
collective actions of all evolutionary forces, including mutations. When mutations are 522 
important (i.e. u>m), therefore, differentiation estimates are expected to be different among 523 
loci. Some statistics, like D which is claimed to outperform GST for highly polymorphic 524 
markers (Jost 2008), are even more problematic and produce marker dependent 525 
differentiation estimates even when mutation rate is small relative to migration rate. For the 526 
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data simulated in finite island and infinite allele models, finite island and stepwise mutation 527 
models, and stepping stone and stepwise mutation models shown in Figure 3, for example, 528 
the correlation coefficient between D and HS, rDH, is 0.43, 0.30, and 0.22 respectively when 529 
m=0.001, and is 0.71, 0.24 and 0.26 respectively when m=0.01. The correlation is always 530 
positive and substantially high, even in the situation where mutation is very weak relative to 531 
migration and GST is uncorrelated with HS. Similarly highly positive rDH values are obtained 532 
for all of the empirical datasets. For the Atlantic salmon SNP dataset, rDH is 0.73 while rGH is 533 
only 0.04. This means D always increases with HS, even for markers with low mutation rate 534 
(e.g. SNPs) and low diversity, and for a population with a high migration rate.  535 
Slatkin’s (1995) RST provides unbiased estimates of population differentiation 536 
regardless of the mutation rates or diversity of markers. A mutation does not erase the 537 
evolutionary history of a gene when it occurs in some models such as the stepwise model. 538 
Mutations occurring in these models are accommodated by RST, which therefore measures 539 
differentiation purely due to population demography (m and N). Unfortunately, however, RST 540 
is sensitive to violations of the assumed mutation models and have a higher sampling 541 
variance than GST (Balloux & Lugon‐Moulin 2002). Unless many (say in the hundreds) 542 
markers are used, RST may have a lower accuracy than GST. 543 
 What are the uses of a correlation analysis on GST and HS? What we are usually 544 
interested are population level forces such as migration (or isolation) and drift, which have 545 
roughly the same effect on all loci in the genome, and population differentiation, which 546 
depends on population level forces and is estimated by all loci mainly controlled by 547 
population level forces. GST always faithfully reflects the differentiation at the marker loci, no 548 
matter the loci are governed primarily by population demography (m and N) or locus specific 549 
forces such as selection and mutation. Marker GST provides an unbiased and good estimate of 550 
population differentiation only when these markers are not significantly affected by locus 551 
specific forces. The correlation analysis essentially tests whether different markers give 552 
replicated or different estimates of GST, or whether or not population level forces are much 553 
more important than locus specific forces in shaping the marker diversity and distribution. A 554 
highly negative correlation between GST and HS values indicates that 1) the migration rate 555 
must be low, lower than the mutation rate; 2) the marker GST may well underestimate 556 
population differentiation; 3) another set of markers with lower (higher) polymorphisms may 557 
well yield a higher (lower) estimate of GST; 4) the marker GST should be used cautiously in 558 
comparisons across species, studies and sets of loci. If the correlation between GST and HS 559 
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values among loci is small and non-significant, then these single locus GST estimates should 560 
be marker (diversity) independent and can be averaged to provide a good estimate of 561 
population differentiation. 562 
 A computer program, CoDiDi (Correlation between Diversity and Diferentiation), is 563 
written to calculate single locus GST and HS values, to test whether a single locus GST value is 564 
significantly different from 0 or not by permutations, and to calculate and test the 565 
significance of the correlation between GST and HS. The correlation analyses of all of the 566 
simulated and empirical data presented in this study were conducted by this program, freely 567 
available from the website: http://www.zsl.org/science/software/CoDiDi. 568 
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Table 1 Parameter ranges in simulations 669 
Migration 
model 
Mutation 
Model 
t m u M R L 
FIM, 
SSM 
IAM, 
SWM, 
FAM 
200,  0.01,0.001 10-5~10-3 10, 20, 40, 
80, 160 
2, 3, 4, 6, 
8, 10, 12 
5, 10, 
15, 20, 
30 
The size (N) and number (s) of subpopulations are fixed at 250 (or 1000) and 20, respectively. 670 
The finite island model (FIM) and circular stepping stone model (SSM) for migrations are 671 
considered for neutral loci under infinite allele model (IAM), stepwise model (SWM) or 672 
finite allele model (FAM) for mutations. For FAM, 2 alleles are considered to mimic SNPs. 673 
Symbols t, m, u, M, R, L represent number of generations when sampling occurs, migration 674 
rate, mutation rate, number of individuals sampled from a subpopulation, number of sampled 675 
subpopulations, and number of sampled loci, where t= indicates a population at mutation-676 
drift-migration equilibrium. 677 
  678 
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 680 
 681 
 682 
 683 
 684 
 685 
 686 
 687 
Fig. 1 GST as a function of HS in equilibrium populations. The GST (y axis) and HS (x axis) 688 
values for a population in a finite island model with s=10 subpopulations at mutation-drift-689 
migration equilibrium were calculated for various parameter values of subpopulation size (N), 690 
migration rate (m), and mutation rate (u), where u ranges from 10-6 (left side of x axis) to 10-2 691 
(right side of x axis). 692 
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 700 
 701 
Fig. 2 GST as a function of HS in non-equilibrium populations. The GST (y axis) values are 702 
plotted against HS (x axis) values at different generations (t=50, 200, 1000) for a population 703 
in a finite island model with s=10 subpopulations, assuming parameter values of N=250 (left 704 
panel) or 1000 (right panel), m=0.001, and a variable u ranging from 10-6 (left side of x axis) 705 
to 10-2 (right side of x axis). The initial probability of gene identity is assumed to be rJ0(), 706 
where r=1, 0.5 and 0.25 and J0() is the equilibrium value of J0 given parameters N, m, u, s. 707 
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 711 
Fig. 3 Scatter graphs of GST (y axis) and HS (x axis) estimates in mutation-drift-migration 712 
equilibrium populations. The population parameters are N=250, s=20, u is taken at random 713 
from a uniform distribution in the range [10-5, 10-3], and migration rate is either m=0.001 (left 714 
column) or m=0.01 (right column). The population is assumed to follow the finite island and 715 
infinite allele models (first row), finite island and stepwise mutation models (second row), or 716 
stepping stone and stepwise mutation models (third row). For each graph, 5000 replicate 717 
simulated datasets (loci) were generated to estimate GST and HS, using R=4 (out of s=20) 718 
randomly sampled subpopulations and M=50 (out of N=250 or 1000) randomly sampled 719 
individuals per subpopulation. The correlation between the GST and HS estimates for each 720 
graph is shown at the right corner of the graph. 721 
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 728 
Fig. 4 Power of correlation analysis of GST and HS estimates in mutation-drift-migration 729 
equilibrium populations. The population parameters are N=250, s=20, and u is taken at 730 
random from a uniform distribution in the range [10-5, 10-3]. The numbers of sampled 731 
subpopulations and loci are 4 and variable for the left panel, or variable and 15 for the right 732 
panel. Migration rate is either m=0.001 (black continuous, black broken and black dotted 733 
lines) or m=0.01 (grey continuous lines). The population is assumed to follow the finite 734 
island model (FIM) and infinite allele model (IAM), finite island model and stepwise 735 
mutation model (SWM), or stepping stone model (SSM) and stepwise mutation model. For 736 
each parameter combination, the proportion of 1000 replicate datasets in which the 737 
correlation coefficient between GST and HS, estimated using 40 individuals per sampled 738 
subpopulation, is statistically significant at p<0.001 is plotted (on y axis) as a function of the 739 
number of sampled loci (left panel) or the number of sampled subpopulations (right panel) 740 
(on x axis). The black lines show the power in detecting mutational effects on GST when such 741 
effects exist (i.e. when migrations are weak relative to mutations, m=0.001), and the grey 742 
lines show the false detection rates when mutational effects are absent (i.e. when migrations 743 
are strong relative to mutations, m=0.01). 744 
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 752 
Fig. 5 The relationship between single locus GST and HS estimates in empirical datasets. The 753 
correlation coefficient between GST and HS and the p value for each dataset are shown at the 754 
top right corner of each graph, and the grey dotted lines show the fitted regression of GST on 755 
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HS. Graphs A and B show the results for the 15 microsatellites and 3129 SNPs respectively in 756 
North American Atlantic salmon populations. Graph C shows the results for the 23 757 
microsatellites in the blacknose shark populations, where each triangle and each square 758 
shows the pair of GST and HS values estimated from a single marker in the 2- and 10-759 
population models, respectively. Graph D shows the results for the 10 microsatellites in eight 760 
Mediterranean shore crab populations. Graph E shows the results for the 17 microsatellites in 761 
15 blacktip reef shark populations, where each triangle and each square represents a single 762 
marker without and with deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Graph F shows the 763 
results for the 17 microsatellites in 10 copper rockfish populations. 764 
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